
 

Guillermou

Serious Lupron damage caused by BigPharma and FDA corruption. Dr. David Redwine is a world-renowned

endometriosis excision surgeon and has dedicated his career to endometriosis research. Dr. Redwine had

access to Lupron's raw data when he was an expert medical witness in one of the lawsuits against Lupron

in 2011. Dr. Redwine, while sifting through thousands of pages of raw data, produced a 300-page report

for the FDA called Lupreulide, the D is Silent. Lupreulide is the name of the drug Lupron, and if you take

away the D from Lueprolide, says Lureulie, it is in "lie," a play on words due to some of its �ndings listed

below: The published data on Lupron did not always match the raw data: the published data hid important

negative �ndings about Lupron, downplayed risks, and used misleading and deceptive graphs to make the

data look more favorable.

Dr. Redwine's conclusion was that the potential bene�ts did not outweigh the potential risks and he asked

the FDA to remove Lupron from the market immediately. In addition to the side effects one may have when

taking Lupron, it can also cause long-term irreversible side effects even after stopping the medication.

Andrew Friedman, who was a researcher who conducted clinical studies on Lupron, admitted to falsifying

data in two Lupron studies, one of which was on the effectiveness and safety of Lupron with add-on

therapy for endometriosis.

He admitted it in court, at trial. Some people report having permanent side effects from Lupron, some of

which have reduced their quality of life or even left them disabled. In fact, there are groups on Facebook

called “Lupron Victims” and “Lupron Survivors” because these people's health was severely affected by

Lupron. insixteenyears.com/lupron  .------ THE NATIONAL LUPRON VICTIMS NETWORK

studylib.net/.../the-national-lupron-victims-network  .----
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juststeve

Gui, this is the crust of the biscuit: A - child psychologist, said children don’t understand the

rami�cations of the hormone treatment and surgeries, stating: "[It is] out of their developmental range

to understand the extent to which some of these medical interventions are impacting them." Young

children, to a lesser degree adolescents Are in Development. Very emersed in the Now with little life

experiences to judge or re�ect on. The imaginary, pretend can be all too real in their mental or

emotional ranges. There can be no Informed Consent for the youngsters who are being heavily

in�uenced by Pop Culture and messaging sourced by those with powerful in�uence, and agendas. As

we are seeing their protectors, parents, caregivers are being shut out of the loop in some places, so

there is no Informed Consent, there is heavy handed policies based once again on slick messaging

muddying the true nature and cost of such things.

Should a person be of age and fully able to understand just what they are choosing, then that is their

business. With so many health offenders throughout our current environment, many being gender

benders, reproductive blockers in and of their own, to foist puberty blockers on those most unable to

defend themselves is icing on a Dis-Eased Cake focused on all the wrong things yet having the ability

to promote it all as being anything other than what it is.
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Guillermou

Yes Just and everything under the tutelage of the corruption of the large corporate elites is destroying

our societies. Excessive wealth is a symptom of an economic system that drains wealth from

everyone else, because the largest companies have enough power to exploit employees, suppliers,

customers, governments and the environment. These people have not "earned" their wealth. They got

rich because they understand how the system is rigged. www.globalresearch.ca/excessive-wealth-

disorder-destroying-societies/5..  .--------------------Most Americans barely know the true 110-year

history of the FDA, and for good reason, they don't want you to know it. Regulate everything from food

and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From over-the-counter medications and

veterinary products to electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA has its

hands full, not to mention regulating vaccines and biopharmaceuticals.

The FDA in 2008 began sending employees to foreign countries, including India, China, and the United

Kingdom, to name a few. This is all thanks to Congress. Over the decades, the FDA has attempted to

destroy all forms of comprehensive care in the United States that compete with drug treatments and

vaccines. This link exposes FDA data and the chronology of corruption. www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-

and-drug-administration
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Evil sickofants
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This is the drug that multiple doctors recommended to me for decades as a "cure" for endometriosis pain.

I'm glad I did some research on it �rst and REFUSED to take it When I would tell doctors about the horrible

side effects that I found, they either acted surprised (because they did no research at all before

subscribing it), or they did not care at all.
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They'll do anything to keep humans from reproducing.
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Bsc3954

my father of blessed memory was given lupron injections for the diagnosis of prostate cancer. If I only

knew then what I have learned since .
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pjucla

Can we also talk about the side effects of transgender surgery and skin �aps that don’t heal , even in the

best meticulously trained surgeons . And yes Lupron has lots of issues , used short term , may have

limited bene�ts. .
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